It really touched my heart and especially when they had parts of the vehicles and I thought, 'wouldn't it be nice if they could have parts of the Apollo 1 spacecraft which they were miraculously able to do and I think seeing that and then seeing redesign, which was so much different it made me feel good that they lost their lives but it prevented others from losing theirs.

I like the presentation of the men and showing their lives other than just being an astronaut. They were fathers, they were husbands... you get to feel who they were.

I think there's always hope and even the sacrifices that some make that will benefit others and to fix it and get on with it and that's what NASA's been doing.

Sheryl Chaffee: Kelvin approached me and told me that somebody had approached him and said why don't they have an Apollo 1 memorial like they have for
challenger and Columbia and they took the ball and started running with it.

It's amazing what they got done in a manner of just a few months.

I think it's important to get to know these men as human beings, as family members and as husbands and fathers and not just astronauts.

They loved their families and they loved their country and they loved their job.